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Doug DeCarlo’s eXtreme project management frame-work shows project managers and sponsors how to succeed where they might typically fail. Finally, a refreshing and practical approach for today’s extreme projects. Ravi Mohan, principal, ProjectScape.

Agile, extreme, and adaptive are words that identify a significant new trend in project management. These approaches to project management, such as Doug DeCarlo describes in eXtreme Project Management, need to contain three vital parts: mind-set, a framework, and specific practices. Doug’s book succeeds in all three areas.

Contents. Foreword by James P. Lewis Preface: Out of the Darkness Acknowledgments The Author. xv xix xxix xxxiii. So how can you ensure your change management initiatives are successful? Here are five real-world case studies that should provide some insight into how strong companies pivot successfully.

01. Nokia. In July 2012, shares of Nokia were trading below $2 far off from their highs of nearly $60 in 2000 and nearly $40 in 2007. Ultimately, Nokia’s new management team decided to sell the company’s struggling phone division to Microsoft. Like it has done so many times over the years (how else does a company founded in 1865 become the worldwide leader in mobile devices in the 1990s?), Nokia has changed the focus of its operations once more. Currently, the company is building network and mapping technologies, among other initiatives. SOURCE: giphy.com. Projects with excellent change management are six times more likely to meet objectives than those with poor change management (see below), and they are more likely to be completed on time and on budget as well. As an organization that values our employees and considers them one of our most important assets, it is paramount that we embed an employee focus in our change efforts. The project entails understanding how change is managed today (our current state), defining what a change capability will look like (our future state) and developing a plan to embed change management and grow change management competencies (our transition state). The project scope is twofold: Increase the application and use of change management on projects and initiatives.